
The The Alpine SecretAlpine Secret  
For Healthy Weight LossFor Healthy Weight Loss
Support healthy weight loss with Alpilean's proprietary
blend of 6 powerful alpine nutrients and plants backed by
clinical research.

Manufactured in the USA from the finest  of foreign and domestic ingredients.

December 2022 - New Scientific Discovery

Stanford Scientists Discover A
Shocking New Cause Of Belly Fat,
And It's Not What You Think...
Are you struggling to lose weight no matter how much you diet
or exercise? Turns out, it's not your fault.

In 2022, a�er studying over 170 years of scientific data, a team
of researchers from the Stanford University School of Medicine
discovered just one common factor in overweight women and
men – low inner body temperature. And the one thing
common in the skinny people? Normal inner body temperature! a

When inner body temperature is normal, calorie burning is fast
and e�ortless. When inner body temperature is low, your
metabolism is slow. In fact for every drop in inner body
temperature, your metabolism slows 13% or more! c

References:
a. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/art icles/PMC6946399/
b. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/art icles/PMC6760582/
c. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/art icles/PMC2744512/

Inner body temperature is not how hot or cold your skin
feels, it's the temperature of your internal organs and
cells. And further clinical research from Switzerland has
shown that inner body temperature plays a role on how
your body metabolizes fat. b

That's why we created...

Alpilean is unlike anything you've ever tried or
experienced in your life before.
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https://zbbv.com
End User
Sticky Note
The dietary supplement known as Alpilean makes the claim that it can help people who are overweight lose weight and bring their core temperature down. It is crafted using a natural method and a combination of components derived from plants. Positive effects, such as decreased body weight and increased levels of energy, have been reported by a number of users. The processes of losing weight and burning fat are complex ones that are impacted by a wide variety of factors, such as one's genetics, diet, level of physical activity, and overall lifestyle. whereas taking a supplement such as Alpilean might be helpful in reaching these objectives.



It is one of the only products in the world
with a proprietary blend of 6 alpine nutrients
and plants designed to target and optimize low
inner body temperature, a new cause of
unexplained weight gain.

By targeting inner body temperature you will
electrify your sleeping metabolism into full fat
burning, energy boosting mode!

Inside every Alpilean capsule you'll find:
6 clinically-proven ingredients that target inner body temperature

supercharging your calorie-burning engine

Golden Algae
(fucoxanthin)

 Targets inner temperature 1,2

 supports liver and brain health
 supports bone strength

Dika Nut
(african mango seed)

 Targets inner temperature 5,6

 eases digestion and bloating
 supports healthy cholesterol

Drumstick Tree Leaf
(moringa leaf)

 Targets inner temperature 9,10

 rich in antioxidants
 supports healthy blood sugar

Bigarade Orange
(citrus bioflavanoids)

 Targets inner temperature 7,8

 supports healthy immunity
 reduces oxidative stress

Ginger Rhizome
(ginger root)

 Targets inner temperature 11,12

 maintains tooth and gum health
 supports healthy muscles

Turmeric Rhizome
(turmeric root)

 Targets inner temperature 3,4

 supports healthy skin
 supports a healthy heart

Natural Formula Plant Ingredients Non-GMO

Easy To Swallow No Stimulants Non-Habit Forming

Order 6 Bottles or 3 Bottles
and Get 2 FREE Bonuses!
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BONUS #1 1-Day Kickstart Detox

RRP:  Today: FREE
Detox, cleanse and flush your organs to aid
absorption and kickstart your Alpilean journey with 20
bizarre 15 second detox tea recipes, using everyday
ingredients from your kitchen.

BONUS #2 Renew You

RRP:  Today: FREE
With your brand-new fast-tracked body comes a new
mindset. Discover simple methods you can do right
now to instantly relieve stress and calm your mind,
boost confidence and reduce anxiety.

$59.95 $49.95

Every 6 Bottle Order Gets FREE Shipping Too!
*96% Of Customers Order 6 Bottles (Our Recommended Option)

Real Alpilean Users. 
Real Life-Changing Results.

Deborah is 34 lbs lighter so far...
 Verified Purchase

My daughter used to be embarrassed of me picking her up from school. Scared of the
other kids calling her mommy fat. But now a�er losing 34 lbs with Alpilean I look amazing
and feel amazing. I fit into my jeans from 15 years ago! It's incredible. And better still my
daughter is proud to call me her mom. I couldn't be happier, thank you!
Deborah G. - Wyoming, USA

Grant has dropped 28 lbs...
 Verified Purchase

I had tried everything, literally every weight loss diet and plan out there and I barely
lost a pound. But then I saw the Alpilean video, and it all clicked. I've now lost 28 pounds.
I'm eating normally but losing more weight than when I was starving myself! I breathe
easier and my snoring has stopped, so my wife is happier! I feel a million times more like
the dad and husband I should be.
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Grant M. - New York, USA

Leona melted 33 lbs in no time...
 Verified Purchase

Since taking Alpilean every day my flabby arms and belly have dissolved into nothing.
It's honestly like a magic trick because it seems so unreal that something so simple would
work so well. I am down 3 dress sizes. I'm so, so proud of my sexy new body. Thank you so
much!
Leona T. - Delaware, USA

Claim Your Discounted Alpilean
Below While Stocks Last

1 BOTTLE
30 Day Supply

$59
 

$99 $59

6 BOTTLES6 BOTTLES
180 Day Supply

$39$39

 

$354 $234

3 BOTTLES
90 Day Supply

$49

 

$177 $147

/ bottle / bottle/ bottle / bottle

Our customers say

based on 92,100+ reviews!

100% SATISFACTION 
60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Your order today is protected by my iron-clad 60-day 100% money-back
guarantee. If you are not astonished how fast your deep stubborn fat
stores melt away into pure energy or shocked as you admire your new
toned slim body in the mirror, then at any time in the next 60 days let us
know and we'll refund every single penny of your investment. No
questions asked.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Is Alpilean right for me?

Is Alpilean safe?

How many bottles should I order?

What's the best way to take Alpilean?

Is this a one time payment?

What if Alpilean doesn't work for me?

What do I do now?
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Our customers say
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Statements found on this website have not  been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administrat ion. Products on this website are not  intended to
diagnose, t reat , cure, or prevent  any disease. If  you are pregnant, nursing, taking medicat ion, or have a medical condit ion, consult  your physician
before using our products. ClickBank is the retailer of  products on this site. CLICKBANK® is a registered trademark of Click Sales, Inc., a Delaware
corporat ion located at  1444 S. Entertainment  Ave., Suite 410 Boise, ID 83709, USA and used by permission. ClickBank's role as retailer does not
const itute an endorsement, approval or review of these products or any claim, statement  or opinion used in promotion of these products.
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